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Abstract:  Now a day’s online rating systems are most popular for real 

time environment, for fame or profit. People may try to manipulate such 

systems by posting unwarranted evaluations. Therefore, determining 

reliable rating scores of products or services becomes very important and 

it is very difficult problem. Existing solutions are mostly majority based. 

Wrong Reputation is the problem because of unwarranted ratings. In this 

paper we propose Regression approach for finding the accurate 

Reputation. REGRESSION generates a accurate  rating ,compared  to 

traditional approaches it provides better presentation , in terms of 

eliminating malicious users and abnormal users who insert dishonest 

ratings, and getting better reputation scores. 
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1.   Introduction 

More number of public used internet because it provides so many services like  education, gaming 

and also formed more number of opportunities  i.e. saving  money and time, delivery of the product is very 

fast, all items are found at a time, we buy all the products at home. Customers share their purchasing 

opinions in the form of online reviews and ratings on various items. The molecular results are called 

reputation score or rating score. Such systems are also names to as response or online reputation systems. 

                The enlargement rate of India’s e-commerce industry is absorption, 88% was repeated in 2013. it 

represents slower economical growth of india .The range of the market was  $16 billion in 2013,$8.5 billion 

in 2012. The main goal of present survey is to knowing the performance of purchasing customers in India.  It 

has also made an attempt to get information about the scope at improving in online shopping website. In the 

year 1981 the world first direct business in the direction of business (b2b) online shopping, in the year 1984 

business to consumer online shopping. Presaging the home shopping industry in 2008, the UK online home 

shopping see today. market was worth more than $50 billion,$2.6 to $3.6 billion of which was from grocery 

shopping these developments was founded on advance made in the 1990s such as ubiquitous access to the 

worldwide web, reasonably secure use of debit cards over the internet.  

Online marketing is the major part in present society so more number of customers will be actively 

participated to purchase the products. The simplicity of use of online review systems is a vast splitting up of 
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the request, yet reviews normally be in touch a complex communication with inconsistent signals found 

across and within reviews.2 basics in online reviews: star ratings and assessment text. For any kind of e-

commerce applications, trust is the key factor .while parching any item on online we need to study the 

ratings of that particular product. In traditional way purchasing is done in director way in that way customers 

went to the market and buy the product directly. Without any rating of particular product. The problem of 

the traditional way approach is west of money and time. In olden days people living style different they have 

free time to shopping. The generation changes and the living style of people also changes, now a day’s 

peoples like to purchasing goods on online shopping.  

2.         Problem statement 

Wrong reputation is the one of the main problem in Online rating systems, and also find out 

different situations wrong reputation can generates. There are mainly 3 types of users will be there i.e. 

normal, abnormal and  malicious..In traditional approaches depending upon abnormal users rating they can 

calculate reputation. so finally, it generates wrong result. In traditional strategies there no chance to avoid 

abnormal users ratings. In order to overcome that problem we develop a solution i.e. true reputation. If TR=1 

truthful reputation can be achieved. 

3.         Related Work 

1. According to Hanyu, Wolfgang Neil, and Y.Hu for the sake of users in the online recommender 

systems they developed many collaborative filtering techniques by making high quality personalized 

recommendations. To detect shilling attacks and to analyze rating patterns of harmful users, they proposed 

several metrics. Based on the results, they proposed and evaluated algorithm for protecting rating system 

against shilling attacks.   

2.  According to Olufemi A. Omitaomu, Myong K. Jeong, Member, Adedeji B. Badiru, and J. 

Wesley Hines, introducing Online Support Vector Regression Approach for the Monitoring of Motor Shaft 

Misalignment and Feedwater Flow Rate, Timely and accurate information about incipient faults in online 

machines will greatly enhance the development of optimal maintenance procedures. The application of 

support vector regression to machine health monitoring was recently investigated; the completion of data is 

depending on batch processing of the available data. 

3.    According to Siyuan Liu1 Jie Zhang2 Chunyan Miao2 Yin-Leng Theng0, An Integrated 

Clustering-Based strategy robustness of reputation system is improved, here identifying the unwarranted text 

monies effectively. Here develop an integrated Clustering-Based approach called iCLUB to filter 

unwarranted testimonies for reputation systems using multi-nominal testimonies, in multivalent-based 

electronic commerce. It adopts clustering and considers buying agents’ local and global knowledge about 

selling agents. Experimental evaluation demonstrates promising results of ourapproach in filtering various 

types of unwarranted testimonies      

4. According to Siyuan Liu, Han Yu, Chunyan Miao, introducing Fuzzy a Logic Based 

Reputation Model against Unwarranted Ratings, Reputation is the most important factor in online rating 

systems. Due to the existence of unwarranted ratings, users have a fear of the correctness of rating systems. 

Many approaches was developed, in those reputation was calculated based on the credibility of the rating 
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provider alone without including the other aspects of the rating. They calculated based on average weights. 

To overcome this problem, in this paper, they introduced a reputation model which considers and combines 

the temporal, similarity and quantity aspects of the user ratings based on fuzzy logic to improve the accuracy 

of reputation evaluation. The proposed model is more robust compared to traditional approaches and also 

show the Experimental results based on a set of real user data from a cyber competition.  

5.  According to Sanger, Rich hammer, Kunz, Michael, Meier, Stefan, Pernul, Günter, 

Introducing VISUALIZING UNWARRANTED RATINGS IN ONLINE REPUTATION SYSTEMS in e-

commerce site, to calculate the trustworthiness of sellers or quality of products rating systems provide a best 

method. But, due to their publicity, rating systems are subject to many attacks. A frequent problem in online 

rating system are unwarranted ratings which are used to unwarrantedly increase or decrease the reputation of  

a product. In this work, they employed visual analytics to identify colluding digital identities.   The main 

advantage of this approach is the transparent revelation of the true rating of an item by interactively using 

both internal cause and external cause discounting methods. They extend transparency, provide greater 

robust rating systems and extended user experience. 

3.1   Analysis of Existing Work 

The majority way to combined ratings is to use the average, which may generate fake reputation.  

Including abnormal users rating also we can calculate reputation, so finally rating of the particular product 

may increase or decrease. The traditional approaches solve a fake reputation by eliminating abnormal users, 

but abnormal users cannot always be eliminated. Sometimes normal user’s ratings will be considered as 

abnormal users ratings, and it is possible that normal users may be counted as abusers. Finally, Traditional 

strategies can eliminate the ratings of normal users or allow the ratings of abnormal users to be included in 

the calculation of a reputation.  Olden methods are tried to eliminate who can give rating with dishonesty. In 

some situations only malicious users can be eliminated, sometimes correct users ratings can be counted as 

wrong users rating. So finally the reputation can be measured considering on correct ratings and wrong 

ratings, As a result, wrong reputation generates. 

 

3.2          Disadvantages of Existing Work 

 

 Abnormal users cannot be detected. 

 Some time abnormal users are considered as normal users. In that situation we get the false 

reputation.  

 Including abnormal users rating also we can calculate reputation, so finally rating of the particular 

product may increase or decrease. The traditional approaches solve a fake reputation by eliminating 

abnormal users, but abnormal users cannot always be eliminated. Sometimes normal user’s ratings 

will be considered as abnormal users ratings. Basing on correct users rating and wrong users rating 

they can calculate reputation, the result will be wrong.  

4.         Proposed Work 

In The proposed technique we are using Regression. by using this regression we get the accurate 

result of a particular rating. In this we consider the movie data set. In that movie data set movies are dividing 
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based in categories. Those categories are action, comedy, romance. Suppose we want action movie rating, in 

existing system gives only five movies. But proposed system give more result .in the proposed system we 

are using the accuracy, multi regression those techniques .if the user give the unwarranted ratings, those 

users are treated abusers and does not compare their ratings. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Different algorithms used in Calculation of Reputation 

 

Different users ratings Clustering, machine 

learning 

True-reputation Regression(simple linear 

regression) 

Normal users ratings Low medium high 

Abnormal users ratings High medium low 

Malicious users ratings High low low 

     

                                                                    Table1: Accuracy of Ratings 

4.1        Regression: To establish of the relation linking the mean rate of one changeable (example: output) 

and equivalent values of other changeable (example: time and cost). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2: Regression types 

 

Linear Regression: 

 It is the main regression technique, it is used for found a bond  between dependent changeable (Y) 

and one or more independent changeable(X) using a best fit straight line .Here we are considering simple 

linear regression. 

Regression 

Models  

Simple 

Multiple 

Linear 

Non-Linear 

Linear 

Non-Linear 

Clustering & 

machine 

learning 

True-

Reputation 
Regression 

Techniques 

Normal users ratings will be 

considers as malicious. 
Abnormal users cannot 

always be eliminated. 

In this mechanism we can 

Group all the users’ ratings. 

(Normal, abnormal, malicious.) 

 

Regression considers the normal 
users ratings and eliminates the 

abnormal user’s ratings and 
malicious user’s .generate accurate 

reputation. 

Regression=P + QX 
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Where 

k     -intercept 

j     -slope of the line 

 

Here     

 

 

 

 

 

How to calculate Simple Linear Regression 

P values Q values 

2 1.1 

3 1.2 

4 1.3 

 

Table2: Sample Dataset 

Measure the number of values present in the row 

Total number of values (n) =3 

Calculate PQ & P
2   

p Q P*Q P
2
 

2 1.1 2*1.1=2.2 4 

3 1.2 3*1.2=3.6 9 

4 1.3 4*13=5.2 16 

 

Table3: Calculating sum & squares of PQ values 

Find sum of PQ, sum of PQ, sum of PQ, sum of p2 

P sum=9     Q sum=3.6    P*Q sum =11    P2=29 

Slope (j) = n*sum of PQ-(P sum)*(Q sum))/ (n*P
2
 sum-(Psum)

 2
) 

          =3*11-(9*3.6)/(3*29-(9)2)=0.1 

Intercept (k) = (Q sum – P sum)/n= (3.6-9)/3=1.8(X value) 

Regression=-1.8+0.1(64) =4 

The below graph shows the comparison between olden strategies with regression. Regression 

Technique provides Better reputation than the true Reputation.  

Linear regression=Y=P + Q X 

This equation is used to 

predict the value of target 
variable. 

 

P, Q Are variables                                                    K is the intercept end 

n is the number of values        P is the first value           Q  is the second value 

Sum (P, Q) sum of multiplication of two values 

Sum (P2) sum of squares of first values 
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Fig3: Comparison b/w two algorithms true reputation and regression, y axis - user ratings 

 

In the above graph we can show the presentation between true reputation and Regression. In   

Regression the correct ratings will be more compared to reputation algorithms. There is no chance of 

unwarranted ratings. Regression considers the normal users ratings and eliminates the ratings of abnormal 

users as well as malicious users. 

4.2          Advantages of Proposed System 

In this proposed technique we are using regression, linear and multi linear approaches. Give the 

accurate result on ratings on particular item. There is no chance of unwarranted rating. It considers the 

normal user ratings only. 

5.        Implementation  

5.1         Fake Reputation Module 

The majority way to combined ratings is to use the average, which may generate fake reputation.  

Including abnormal users rating also we can calculate reputation, so finally rating of the particular product 

may increase or decrease. The traditional approaches solve a fake reputation by eliminating abnormal users, 

but abnormal users cannot always be eliminated. Sometimes normal user’s ratings will be considered as 

abnormal users ratings, and it is possible that normal users may be counted as abusers. Finally, Traditional 

strategies can eliminate the ratings of normal users or allow the ratings of abnormal users to be included in 

the calculation of a reputation.  Olden methods are tried to eliminate who can give rating with dishonesty. In 

some situations only malicious users can be eliminated, sometimes correct user’s ratings can be counted as 

wrong users rating. So finally the reputation can be measured considering on correct ratings and wrong 

ratings, 

 Dangerous users. 

 Dangerous situations. 

 Fake Reputation Scenarios. 

5.2         Unwarranted Ratings 

More number of purchasers will be actively participated to give the rating with honesty then we can 

achieve trustworthiness of a reputation. Basing on product quality only normal users can give their rating. 
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For example some person want to go to movie, before seeing that movie they can give their own rating then 

those situations wrong reputation is the major problem of a reputation it is changed by unwarranted rating. a 

reputation based on the confidence scores of all ratings, reputation will be calculated without the risk of 

omitting by potential users ratings and reduce the unwarranted rating by abnormal users. Here we develop an 

algorithm to avoid the fake reputation problem by calculating the right reputation. Our agenda for online 

rating systems and the accessible strategies in multiagent systems serve the same purpose in that they are 

trying to deal with unwarranted ratings by abnormal users rating. 

6.        Experimental Results 

In the traditional approaches true reputation is calculated depending on (user activity, user objectivity, user 

consistency). 

 

Fig4: Output from True Reputation 

The user consistency represents the consistency of true user. The consistency field consists of user id, 

occurrences, confidence, and true reputation. 

 

Fig5: Selecting Linear Regression 

To apply the linear regression the result will be like this 
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Fig 6: Accurate result will be generated after applying the linear Regression 

After applying the linear regression the accurate result will be like this 

7.         Conclusion 

 Mostly this paper identifies false reputation is the major drawback in online rating systems and also 

find real time occurrences of false reputation. Depending on three parameters (activity, objectivity, 

consistency) we can calculate confidence of a user rating. In traditional strategies avoid a false reputation 

problem basing on machine learning, as well as clustering and classification and develop correct-reputation, 

an algorithm that repeatedly adjusts the reputation basing on confidence of users ratings. if the confidence is 

high then true reputation is achieved .Here we develop REGRESSION technique for detecting abnormal 

users as well as malicious users, so it give the accurate result on ratings on a particular item. There are no 

chances of unwarranted rating. it considers normal users ratings only. The results show that the approach is 

effective compared to existing strategies. Overall our approach notably enhances accuracy in online 

reputation systems. Solicit this scheme in the multi cloud environment. 
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